Abstract
Introduction
When a moving visual object needs to be inspected with high resolution vision, it is necessary to track the target with the vision system such that the object remains still in camera coordinates. This strategy reduces visual blur and guarantees sufficient exposure time of the object in the field of view of the vision system, e.g., as needed for reading information off a number plate of a passing car. A humanoid robot (see our humanoid head at Fig. l Tracking of targets with an active vision system is called "Smooth Pursuit" [l] , a behavior that primates are very good at. For example, in constant velocity or in a sinusoidal target motion, the ratio of tracking velocity to target velocity, the smooth pursuit gain, is almost 1.0 [2], and strong evidence exists that this is due to prediction [3]. This observation is not surprising since smooth pursuit cannot be achieved by a simple visual negative feedback controller due to the long delays (e.g. around 70 ms in our humanoid vision system, and around 130 ms in the human brain) most of which are caused by visual information processing. The high performance of smooth pursuit in biology has attracted the interest of researchers in brain science for a long time and lead to various control theoretic models. An important early model was proposed by Yasui and Young [4], illustrated in Fig. 2 . Note that this control diagram is developed in veloc-ity space based on the assumption that there is an adequate controller to realize the desired velocity perfectly. The idea of Yasui .and Young is that primates can generate an estimate T' of the target velocity T by summing the retinal slip information e, i.e., the drift of the object on the retina, v d the propriocepti.ve feedback of the eye velocity E': e + E' = T' N T. Note that, throughout this paper, we use the term "the retinal error" as the positional error on the image, while 'the retinal slip" is the velocity error on the image. Yasui and Young's model was important as a first attempt to estimate the target velocity from sensory variables, i.e., the retinal slip and the eye position. However, it overlooked two essential issues due to the factathat e at timeat carries the informatipn generated by T(t -A) and E(t -A): First, only T(t -A) can be estimated at time t, and this estimation requires E(t -A), not E(t); and second, in order to accurately track a moving target with arbitrary motion, it is necessary to predict T(t) at t from a history of target states to overcome the visual delay time A. Otherwise, their model is only valid for constant velocity target movements. An improved smooth pursuit model was suggested by Robinson [5] , but still it lacked to address the second issue above.
In the field of robot vision, many projects investigated visual servoing (e.g., [6] [7] [8]), but, to our knowledge, without ever examining a smooth pursuit controller that has similar features and performance as that in primates. One of the mod related pieces of research is in Bradshaw et al. [9] , which employed a Kalmann filter for prediction. However, these authors assumed prior knowledge of the target dynamics and, thus, avoided to address how unknown target motion can be tracked accurately. In contrast, in this paper, we present a biologically inspired smooth pursuit controller that learns to predict the visual target velocity in head coordinates based on fast on-line statistical learning of the target dynamics. In the following sections, we will first explain the setup of our smooth pursuit model, explain the learning component, and, in section 2.2, how to accelerate learning speed. The suggested control system is evaluated in simulations and experiments with our humanoid robot. Fig. 3 presents our smooth pursuit model. It consists of two subsystems: one is a target velocity predictor, and the other is an inverse model controller of the oculomotor system. The cascade of this two subsystems is inpired by our hypothesis based on neurophys iological studies: the higher visual cortex area generates the pursuit command [lo] which is sent to cerebellum where inverse model control is executed [Ill. In this control diagram, s and 1/s are Laplace transform operators denoting differentiation and integration, respectively.. A stands for a constant delay element. e, e, E, and E are the retinal error and the retinal slip, the eye angular position, and the eye angular velocity, respectively.
Learning of visual target dynamics

Cascade of predictor and controller
The predictor outputs an estimate of the current target velocity T ( t ) out of a history of past estimated target angular positions T(t -A) and velocities T(t -A). In linear systems, the state predictor of a n-th order linear system can be defined by Eq. (l),
where 2 is the n x 1 state vector and A is the n x n state transition matrix. As we are only interested in velocity prediction in this paper, we reduce Eq.
(1) to focus only on the the states that are identified with target velocities, not positions:
where A2 is the the appropriate submatrix of A corresponding to the target velocity component. Since, similar to the primates' eye plant, many artificial oculomotor systems can be approximated by a second order linear dynamical system, a linear inverse dynamics model suffices for feedforward control of the eye system. It receives as input the desired eye angular position, velocity, and acceleration. The feedforward controller is stabilized by a PD feedback pathway whose gains need to be rather low due to its operating out of strongly delayed signals.
Learning the discrete predictor from the delayed signals
The learning scheme in Fig. 3 may appear difficult as it has to learn the target dynamics out of the his- Figure 3 : our model tory of past estimated target states and the delayed retinal error. As will become apparent in the next paragraphs, however, a straightforward development allows us solving this learning problem.
At time t, the predictor can only see the delayed estimated target state Zt-A. Eq. (3) represents the corresponding discrete target velocity prediction, where w is a parameter vector. Let t, the velocity prediction error, equal T -+, and let the loss function J be the simple squared error in Eq. (4). Thus, a gradient descent learning rule for w can be written as given in Eq. (5), with E denoting the learning rate.
In summary, it is important to use the most recent information for prediction, but to use a by A delayed derivative for learning in order to achieve successful learning and control.
Eligibility traces
1 .
If w e can m&*e the assumption that the predicted target velocity T will be tracked accurately by the robot without delay, we can regard the retinal slip as the prediction error given by
The learning rule can thus be rewritten as: 1 . .
Note that the time-alignment of the predictor output f and the error .$ (= e) needs to be correct for successful minimization of the loss function J. Since the predictor has no access to et at time t, a modified learning rule is required by delaying Eq. (6) by A:
Thus, the predictor is required to keep the inform& tion af ldwi in memory for the duration of A.
If the actual delay in the visual processing pathway is constant and known, the time alignment above can be accomplished easily by using the known delay as depicted in the predictor in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, if the delay fluctuates or cannot be estimated accurately, the concept of "eligibility traces" can be employed.
Eligibility traces have been suggested in both biological modeling and machine learning [12] . The idea is to create a decaying memory trace of selected signals by passing them through simple dynamical s y s tems with appropriate time constants. For instance, a feasible way to implement eligibility traces is to utilize a second order linear filter whose impulse response has a unimodal peak at a characteristic delay time. We investigated the efficacy of this technique and confirmed that this is more robust than just using an inaccurate fixed delay time element under the following conditions: (1) the actual delay is roughly less than 15Oms, (2) the actual delay is somehow fluctuating on the order of tens of milliseconds, and (3) motion frequency is high, i.e. around 3% or more. These properties are derived from the second order linear filter which changes its phase shift depending on the frequency of the input signal. As we have stated before, condition (1) is satisfied in our humanoid since our vision system has delays around 70ms. Condition (2) can be caused .
by more complicated visual processing where processing time is stochastic or input signal dependent. Due to learning, condition (3) often applies to the real s y s tem. During the initial transients of learning, slightly incorrect predictions of the learning module can cause rather fast movement of the eyes. The second order filter of the eligibility trace avoids that feedback error learning is destabilized during these transients, which strongly improves robustness and accuracy of learning. In addition to above analysis, we have already obtained successful learning results with such second order filters [13] , and, in both simulations and the real experiments. Thus, we employed an eligibility trace instead of the delay element in the predictor of Fig. 3 for our smooth pursuit system.
3 h t On-line learning
For smooth pursuit, learning speed and continuous on-line adaptation are important features. Fast learning is required when a target moves with significant velocity as it would disappear from the imageif the learning speed was slow. Continuous on-line adaptation is also critical if the target dynamics change over time.
To meet those demands, we suggest to use Recursive Least Squares (RLS) to learn the visual target dynamics. RLS is a Newton-like method with very fast convergence, high robustness, and without the need for elaborate parameter adjustments [14] . To apply RLS to smooth pursuit, a small modification in the RLS algorithm is required. Originally, RLS is formulated as in Eq. (8) and (9), where w is the vector of regression parameters to be estimated, P is the inverted covariance matrix of the input data, s is the input vector, y is the output, and e is the predicted output. X is a forgetting factor, discussed below.
P(t -l)z(t)z(t)TP(t -1)
As can be seen in Eq. (9), normal RLS requires the presence of a target output y in the update rules.
As described in section 2.2, the predictor cannot see this target output directly, but it can make use of the retinal signals as the prediction error. Thus, for our smooth pursuit, Eq. (9) needs to be modified to become:
z(t)B(t + 1) (11)
This strategy corraponds to training RLS on "fake" targets, i.e., y = e(t) + e. Initially, these fake targets are fairly off the true targets, such that RLS is actually trained on incorrect data. For this purpose, it is needed to forget data from early training, amomplished by the forgetting factor A. X lies in the [0,1] interval. For X = 1, no forgetting takes place, while
for smaller values, older values in the matrix P will be exponentially forgotten. Essentially, the forgetting factor ensures that the prediction of RLS are only base on 1/(1 -A) data points. This forgetting strategy also enables the predictor to be adaptive to the changes in the target dynamics.
Simulation results
Simulation setup
In this section, we investigate our model of Fig. 3 using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation model was built as continuous system except that the learning in the predictor was limited to 100 Hz -a typical rate that can be accomplished in real-time on our robot. We set the delay in the visual pathway to 50
The oculomotor system was modeled as a seond order linear system (Eq. (12)) with inertia term M, viscous term B, and spring term K set to 3.6889e-4, 3.41Oe-2, and 4.875e-1, respectively. These parameters were obtained experimentally from our humanoid oculomotor system. The significant spring term in these equations are actually implemented intentionally by a high frequency low level servo loop that mimics the springiness of musclebased actuation. As explained in [15] , this strategy adds significant stability to the oculomotor controller. Under the assumption of a linear target dynamics, we conducted two evaluations, one where the input was a ramp input with constant velocity of 0.5 rad/s, and the other where a sinusoidal input was chosen with 0.5 Hz frequency. Note that the sinusoidal motion can be described be modeled by a harmonic oscillator, i.e., a second order linear system.
In each simulation, we employed the RLS a l g s rithm described in section 3, and learning started from scratch, i.e., with all initial states of the learning system set to zero and the P matrix initialized to a diagonal matrix with large (l.el0) diagonal terms [14] . Fig. 4 shows that smooth pursuit was successfully accomplished in case of the ramp input. (D) presents the time course of the weights for the position input and the velocity input of € U S , demonstrating good convergence. Theoretically, the learning module is expected to acquire the discretized target dynamics derived from the continuous target dynamics with a 50 ms discretization time step, i.e., the delay in the visual pathway. Therefore, the discrete state transition matrix of the ramp with 0.5 rad/s is expected to be (i OF). As explained in Eq. (2), only the terms relevant for velocity prediction are learned by RLS, i.e., the second row of the aforementioned matrix. In Fig. 4 (D) , the final weights are around 0.02 and 0.98, which is close to the expected values. 
Results
Humanoid experiments
We implemented an on-line learning system of smooth pursuit on our humanoid robot. In the following, we will demonstrate the functionality of our system for tracking a swinging pendulum and a periodic motion generated from superimposed sine waves. 
Experimental setup
Each of the 30 DOFs of the robot is actuated hydraulically out of a torque control loop. The eyes of the robot's oculomotor system consist of two cameras for every eye, a wide angle (100 deg view-angle horizontally) color camera for peripheral vision, and second camera for foveal vision, providing a narrowviewed (24 deg view-angle horizontally) color image.
This setup mimics the foveated retinal structure of primates, and it is also essential for an artificial vision system in order to obtain high resolution vision of objects of interest while still being able to perceive events in the peripheral environment. Each eye has two independent degrees of freedom, a pan and a tilt motion. Fig. 6 depicts our experimental system. The learning controller is implemented with the real-time operating system VxWorks using several parallel Motorola PowerPC processors in a VME rack. Visual processing is performed out of specialized hardware, a QuickMag (Oh-yoh Keisoku Kenkyusho) color vision tracking system. The QuickMag system returns the centroid of blobs of pixels of pre-specified colors in the environment. Up to six different colors can be tracked simultaneously at 60Hz sampling rate.
Three CPU boards (Motorola MVME2700) are
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-1 QuickMag I Fig. 7 shows the data obtained in smooth pursuit of the pendulum motion. The upper figure shows the eye (solid line) catching up with the desired trajectory (dottcd line) and the decrease of the phase difference. The lower figure demonstrates that our humanoid oculomotor system is able to acquire sufficiently high performance (the remaining error is less than f0.1 rad) smooth pursuit after about only 5 seconds. The oculomotor control loop runs at 420 Hz, while the vision control loop runs at 60 Hz due to the QuickMag video processing rate. The oculomotor control loop implements a strong spring and damping term such that the nonlinearities of the oculomotor system due to hydraulics and attached cables become neghgible. The inverse dynamics of the system was learned by feedback-error learning [IS] before we started the smooth pursuit experiments. For the experimental demonstrations of this paper, only one peripheral camera is utilized, solely using its horizontal (pan) degreeof-freedom. Multiple d e grees of freedom per camera, and multiple eyes just require a duplication of our control/learning circuits. If smooth pursuit is performed accurately, the image on the mechanically-coupled foveal camera will cap ture the visual target in the center of its image. The minimal accuracy of smooth pursuit is expressed by a maximal permissible retinal error of f0.1 -otherwise, the foveal cameras with lose the target on their image planes.
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time Is] 8 shows consecutive images of all four cameras of the robot during the experiment. Fig. 9 demonstrates the on-line adaptability of our learning system. In this case, first a sinusoidal target motion with frequency of 0.5 Hz was given. After 20 seconds, this frequency was abruptly changed to 0.8
Hz, leading to a change in the target dynamics. Due to the forgetting factor in RLS, our control system was able to relearn the new dynamics rapidly and stably. We also confirmed that this property was the same when the target frequency was changed from higher to lower.
Learning more complex target motion
So far, we demonstrated smooth pursuit of rather simple motion which can be described by a second 283 0.8 ! I Figure 8 : Consecutive images from all four cameras during the experiment: smooth pursuit learning is working only on the left eye, such that it captures the pendulum in every image. In contrast, the right eye misses (1)-(2) the pendulum in pictures (1) and (2).
order linear dynamical system. However, it is not difficult to extend our model to cope with more complex target motion with nonlinear dynamics. The properties of recursive least squares can be carried over to nonlinear regression by spatially localizing the local models, as suggested in LWPR (Locally Weighted Projection Regression), a stateof-the-art statistical neural network 1171. LWPR uses locally linear models, spanned by a small number of univariate regressions in selected directions in input space, to achieve piecewise linear function approximation. The reduction of the input dimensionality is found by canonical correlation analysis. The dimensionality reduction technique in LWPR is numerically robust to correlated inputs and makes LWPR thus ideally suited to learn from inputs with a history of delay states. We replaced RLS in our smooth pursuit controller with LWPR and a p plied this system to learn a periodic motion, generated by van der Pol equation that were presented by an industrial robot in our laboratory. Fig. 10 shows the excellent learning results of this experiment.
Discussion
In this paper, we introduced a biologically inspired and control theoretically sound smooth pursuit controller which can track a moving target with a narrow- viewed camera based on fast on-line learning of the visual target dynamics. The feasibility of our research was confirmed through simulations and experiments with an actual humanoid robot. While we developed our approach initially for linear systems, our results also demonstrated that an extension to nonlinear target dynamics is straightforward and successful. So far, we only conducted smooth pursuit control using the eye DOFs. Since the range of the pan/tilt mechanisms is limited, additional head movement will be needed for larger tracking movements. This extension is straightforward and only requires a simple inverse kinematics computation between camera space and head-eye joint space. When the head moves, however, an interesting problems arises due to a possible interference between smooth pursuit and an oculome tor stabilization reflex, called the Vestibulo-OcularReflex (VOR) [13] . The VOR is a reflex which tries to stabilize the image on the retina in such a way that it approximately rotates the eyes in the opposite direction of a head rotation. Input to the VOR comes from gyroscopic velocity sensors, called the vestibular organ in primates, and implemented by appropriate hardware on our humanoid robot. It has been suggested that the motor commands for smooth pursuit and VOR sum up and complement each other. We confirmed this effect in preliminary experiments and noticed that smooth pursuit worked accurately in 
